NOW & THEN

A River lost
Journey from lake to sound was
more than an afternoon joy ride
WRilTEN BY PAUL DORPAT

I

first uncovered this romantic river scene
in a newspaper feature headlined, " Canoeing from Lake to Sound." Originally
published in the Seattle Post-lntelligencer
on Sunday, Sept. 9, 1906, it featured 12
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ton to Puget Sound.

The printed photos were small, and
although I wished I could see the scene more

clearly, I knew my chances of finding the
original print or negative were slim.
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Recently, those odds were flattened when
friend showing me a stack of old

~ao~~:~s ~~~ to an original print of this
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This is truly a lost place. The Black River
used to run out of the southern end of Lake
Washington enroute to its union with the
Duwamish River and Elliott Bay. But before it
cowsed a mile, it was joined by the Cedar
River at a confluence which was just a few
yards north of what is now the Renton
intersection of Rainier Avenue and Airport
Way. This week's contemporary photograph
shows the view north through that intersection.
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the
started about 11 a.m. and never made it. At

9 p.m., in the dark and exhausted, they
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1906, the Duwamish River was not yet
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now misses by a mile.
In 1912, the Cedar River was diverted into
Lake Washington, and four years later the
Black River dried up when its source, the
lake, was dropped 9 feet with the opening of
the Lake Washington Ship Canal.
But before all that, this was the way
"from Lake to Sound."

Above - Once upon a
time, a river flowed out of
the southern end of Lake
Washington. Lefl - Today
the Black River is gone and
modern commuters call the
site the intersection of Rainier Avenue and Airport
Way in Renton.
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